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INTRODUCTION

The City of Graham 

The City of Graham was established in 1872 after two 
brothers Gustavous A. and Edwin S. Graham arrived in 
North Texas, purchasing land and a salt works on Salt 

Creek in 1871. They drilled the first gas well in Texas, having 
stumbled upon it while drilling for salt water.  With a downtown 
square large enough to turn around a wagon (still the largest 
downtown square in America), Graham was also the birthplace 
of the Texas and Southwestern Cattle Raisers Association.  

Today, Graham rests at a population of 8,903 residents and is the 
county seat and retail hub of Young County, a county of 18,000. 
With a recent acquisition of approximately 150 acres of floodplain 
from the Brazos River Authority, citizens and city staff, with the 
support of City Council and the Mayor, have taken an aggressive 
approach to planning for future growth through careful review, 
evaluation, and update of Graham’s existing planning documents, 
regulations, and ordinances.

GRAHAMGRAHAM
Where Texas Comes Home
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Demographics 
Graham, Texas is a small community with a population size of 8,903 
residents and a population density of 1,612 people per square mile. 
While the population size has fluctuated slightly over the past decade, 
the total number has remained remarkably consistent.  Based on the 
2016 census information found on www.city-data.com, the City of 
Graham demographic make-up consists of 48.43% male and 51.57 
female, the median age is 37 years. The percentage of family homes 
is 69.6%, and the average  household has 2.5 people. In 2016 the 
median household income was $41,613, up from $31,081 in 2010.   

City Role in 
Parks Development 

With very few private offerings relating to parks and recreation, the 
City of Graham is the principle source for this type of activity for 
residents. The City of Graham Parks and Recreation Department 
maintains current parkland and playground areas through mowing, 
cleaning, trash disposal, and repair (as needed).  Within the last 
several years, the city has seen an increase of parkland used for 
event purposes to include the Rotary Duck Derby at Firemen's Park 
and the downtown square for the Food Truck Championship of Texas 
hosted by the Graham Convention and Visitors Bureau. Events held 
at parkland spaces are beneficial to the community in a multitude 
of ways.   

Some recreation spaces are available for use but only to a private 
group (or perceived to be available to only a private group), including 
Graham Country Club’s swimming pool, racquetball court and golf 
course; the Graham Soccer Association complex; the basketball court 
and playground at First United Methodist; the basketball court at 
Graham Bible Church; the basketball and racquetball courts at First 
Baptist Church; and the amenities owned by Graham Independent 
School District.   

INTRODUCTION

POPULATION
8,903 

AVERAGE AGE
37 Years 

FAMILY HOMES
69.6%

MALE POPULATION
48.43%

FEMALE POPULATION
51.57%

AVERAGE HOUSEHOLD
2.5 People 

AVERAGE HOUSEHOLD
INCOME

$41,613 
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Regional Context 
Being located between several metropolitan cities allows Graham to provide a small-town 
lifestyle with big city convenience. Just a short 60-mile drive north to Wichita Falls, a 90-
mile drive east to Fort Worth or a 90-mile drive west to Abilene takes residents to larger 
communities when desired. However, Graham has been fortunate to serve as the county 
seat and retail hub of Young County and maintain the “small town charm” residents desire.   

Summary 
City of Graham parks are a key factor in the quality of life for residents in Graham, Texas. As 
America becomes increasingly urban, parks, trails, and open space are essential elements 
for sustaining a rural city. They serve a multitude of roles in rural communities from the 
obvious - providing recreation (both active and passive) space to lesser-known values, 
such as the environmental and economic benefits parks can provide. Parks and greenspace 
add to the aesthetic value of a place, providing a green infrastructure in harmony with a 
city environment. Numerous studies have attempted to quantify the value, in monetary 
terms that the development of park spaces can provide to a community. Values like health 
benefits, ecological capital, and economic growth, all directly related to providing compelling 
recreation opportunities.  The Parks, Trails, and Open Space Master Plan 2018 plays a role 
in citizen engagement, retention, attraction and overall satisfaction. 

This comprehensive Parks, Trails, and Open Space Master Plan 2018 aims to establish 150 
acres of floodplain as parkland, reinvigorate existing parks, and explore community desires 
for future development over the next ten years.   

INTRODUCTION
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CONCEPTS AND STANDARDS

To ensure consistent, fair, sustainable and quality parks experiences for 
all, and to encourage community building among residents, the City of 

Graham resolves to harmonize a collection of five standards: 

INCLUSIVE PARKS THROUGH DESIGN AND SECURITY 
The joy of the outdoors and recreational activities should be, where parkland intent permits, equally 
accessible regardless of ability, mobility, economic status, or age.      

OUTDOOR RECREATION 
By investing in our parkland with a variety of compelling recreational options, we encourage and elevate 
the value of outdoor exploration and enjoyment, a basic human desire.

ECO-SUSTAINABILITY
Parklands are essential to our well-being, and so the preservation of green spaces are inherently tied to 
our future. Parkland development should tread lightly and wisely. 

GREEN SPACES 
With the inevitable growth of neighboring metropolitan areas, the ratio of green space per person should 
remain at a minimum of 15 acres per thousand residents. These green spaces should focus on vibrance, 
preservation, and connectivity to the city. 

COMPLEMENTARY 
Parklands should be cohesive as a park system and complement and invigorate the ebb and flow of 
community building. These lands should be utilized for their community building and beauty as well as 
their symbiotic relationship with commerce, tourism, and entertainment that financially enable parkland 
preservation.  . 
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PROCESS

Process
1 Established “planning team”  

2 Inventoried existing parks, trails, and open space 

3 Assessed the needs/desires of the community  

4 Established guiding principles/standards  

5 Created goals and objectives  

6 Prioritized goals 

1. Establish “planning team” 

The Parks and Recreation Board met publicly to discuss options and next steps. Through a series of 
meetings, to include a few presentations from special interest groups, it was identified that a smaller 
planning team was needed. The planning team was formed and includes one representative from the 
Parks and Recreation Board of Directors, one representative from City of Graham Economic Development 
and one representative from the Graham Chamber of Commerce and CVB. This team was instructed to 
collaborate and compile a Master Plan to present to the City Council and Parks and Recreation Board of 
Directors.  pg2

2. Inventory existing parks, trails, and open space

A jurisdiction-wide plan created in 2013 included a current inventory of all City parkland, open space, and 
trails. This plan was reviewed, and the current inventory was updated and revised as needed.  pg12
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PROCESS

3. Assess the needs/desires of the community 

The assessment of community needs/desires began with the review of a 2012 community survey. The 
planning team prepared an updated survey and promoted the survey to the public via social media with 
a goal of 500 responses. Within less than a week, nearly 600 responses were received, and results were 
analyzed to show trends, preferences, and overall public opinion.  pg37

4. Establish guiding principles/standards 

The guiding concepts and principles embody the future vision for the Graham community and influence 
the development of the Parks, Trails, and Open Space Master Plan 2018. Developing signature park and 
recreation spaces in Graham ensures the high quality of life residents enjoy. This plan proposes future 
projects including land acquisition development, facility development, and renovations to existing parks. 
Implementation strategies are explored to meet city goals to provide adequate park, trail, and open spaces 
to residents while expanding Graham’s brand, recognizing budget constraints, and proposing creative 
shared-use facilities to increase opportunities.  pg8

5. Create goals and objectives 

Once the guiding principles and goals were set, and the survey results were analyzed, the goals and 
objectives were created. These goals are realistic in achievement over a period of ten years.   pg58



PARKS, TRAILS, AND  
GREEN SPACE INVENTORY
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Firemen's Park

GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND LANDSCAPING 
Firemen's Memorial Park is the City's signature recreational complex, 
located at the intersection of Highways 67 and 61. The site comprises 
over 80 acres excluding Salt Creek. The creek meanders through with 
the hiking trail and ball fields. The entire facility is landscaped with 
mature trees, bushes, grass, and water features.

AMENITIES 
The park includes a road enclosing an open field. The road is ⅓ of a mile 
and doubles as a  jogging track. A winding hiking trail is also about 1/3 
of a mile long and extends to both sides of the water via a suspension 
bridge. The trail begins at the old pump station and terminates at the 
Salt Creek spillway.  

A 9-hole disc golf course is another trail amenity. The Professional Disc 
Golf Association course includes nine holes along the creek. The course 
was built by volunteers. The average distance per hole is 255'. Some 
of the original volunteers still hold periodic workshops to teach disc 
golf skills. A playground features climbing equipment, 3 child swings, 
1 toddler swing, and 10 slides. The playground has other amusements 
including seesaws and other "motion" games, all on a large pea gravel 
surface. Additional benches and picnic tables are found throughout the 

PARKS, TRAILS, AND GREEN SPACE INVENTORY

PARK SNAPSHOT

ACRES: 48
TYPE: Regional

AMENITIES
• Restroom
• Pavilion
• Grilling/Kitchen
• Baseball/Softball
• RV Hookups (8 )
• Parking
• Picnic Tables
• Benches
• Run/Bike trail
• Disc Golf
• Playground

- Child Swings (8)
- Tot Swings (1)
- Slides (10)
- Climbers (3)
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Firemen's Park

AMENITIES CONTINUED 
playground, and provide sufficient space to accommodate parents and guardians. An old five-row bleacher 
section is located next to the playground to accommodate bigger crowds as well. Some of these were 
installed by volunteers. Benches and picnic tables are tucked under mature shade trees throughout the 
grounds for sporadic escape from the sun. Excluding those found in Addie Pavilion or the Little League 
Fields, the park has a total of 10 benches, 22 picnic tables, and the playground bleachers. Four additional 
swings and seating are located near the water features where ducks and other animals are found. There 
are no functioning restrooms, lighting, or drinking stations. 

A small pond is located in Firemen's park. The City stocks it for child and youth fishing. Hundreds of ducks 
live in the park, alternating between the many water features and Salt Creek itself. In addition to parking 
for visitors, eight RV pads are provided with electrical hookups.

M. HUBBELL BASEBALL COMPLEX 

One of the more noteworthy park attributes is a section for little league baseball and softball, called the 
"M Hubbell Baseball Complex". The park has seven dedicated fields. The fields have elaborate bleachers. 
Each of these fields are lit for night play with press, announcer, and coach boxes. Non-functioning batting 
and warm-up cages are on site, with machines which offered pitching speeds up to 75 mph. The facility 
accommodates a range of age groups, with fields for very young players through middle school. The 
youngest children play t-ball and graduate to machine pitch formats. Youth "major" and "minor" league 
classifications are also hosted by the organization. Play begins in late March annually. Parking is unpaved 
and unmarked but is sufficient for most complex events.  

Other amenities include boy's and girl's restrooms, a single grilling pit, and concession stands. The site is 
equipped with an emergency alert system in case of threatening weather. The City's Parks Department 
mows the grass and maintains the landscaping. Graham Little League is in charge of upkeep on the physical 
amenities, including athletic equipment and structures. The League rents the land and pays for physical 
upkeep and electricity

PARKS, TRAILS, AND GREEN SPACE INVENTORY
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ADDIE PAVILION 

Addie Pavilion is an aged covered space available for use as a private party site. Six sheltered picnic 
tables are situated near the creek, but much more spacious concrete tables/benches are found under the 
pavilion itself. A central table is installed for buffet-style dining. A separate food preparation structure 
is equipped with a large, yet poorly functioning fire pit. The pavilion is bordered by several historically 
significant water pumping pieces of equipment.  

REGULATIONS ON USE 
City ordinances cover many park activities. For example, dogs must be leashed at all times. Ordinances 
also control camping. While RV parking is provided, a recent change restricts overnight stays to permit 
holders. Tent camping by Boy Scouts and similar groups is permitted by-right. The Little League facilities are 
regulated by that organization. Periodic Police Department patrols, Parks Department staff supervision, 
and self-policing enforce polite park usage. Addie Pavilion can be reserved by groups. However, restroom 
vandalism has been an issue resulting it their closure.  

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE 
The park was built in 1954, but the site is home to even older civic activities. These are summarized 
on several Texas Historical Commission markers. The site is notable as the City's first water pumping 
plant, established in 1907 on land donated by Addie Graham, wife of Edwin Smith Graham. The pavilion 
is named in her honor. Many preserved pieces of equipment are on display, including the water pumps. 
Other plaques commemorate historical events and significant individuals or organizations. These include 
the 1978 flood's high-water mark, memorials to Joe G. Wootten, Lee Plante, Kiwanis Int., and Grace 
Newell. Another marker recounts the 1860 Salt Works, which gave the creek its name.

PARKS, TRAILS, AND GREEN SPACE INVENTORY

Firemen's Park
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PARK SNAPSHOT

ACRES: 14
TYPE: Special

GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND LANDSCAPING 
At least seven soccer fields are located at the facility across FM 61 
from Firemen’s Park. The fields are rearranged as needed. Seating/
stands are less elaborate than the M. Hubbell Complex but are 
still capable of accommodating groups of spectators. The GSA 
has massive participation and recently purchased the land from 
the City of Graham. Restrooms and a concession stand are on 
site, though little shading is available. The entire facility is located 
within a floodplain with the Salt Creek surrounding nearly the 
entire park.  

Graham Soccer Association 

AMENITIES
• Restroom
• Pavilion
• Grilling/Kitchen
• Soccer Fields(8)
• Parking

PARKS, TRAILS, AND GREEN SPACE INVENTORY
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PARKS, TRAILS, AND GREEN SPACE INVENTORY

PARK SNAPSHOT

ACRES: 4.5
TYPE: Pocket

AMENITIES
• Picnic tables
• Playground

- Child Swings (3)
- Climbers (3)

GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND LANDSCAPING 
Shawnee Park is one of Graham's other signature parks. The site's 
importance is derived from its history more than its amenities. The park 
is on Graham's most well-trafficked thoroughfare (Elm Street), near many 
homes and retail shops. The facility occupies a large parcel containing 
the Library of Graham and North Central Texas College Graham campus.  
The grounds are approximately 4.5 acres in size. The entire parcel 
covers just over 12 acres. Shawnee Park has a small stream named Mad 
Creek which was recently enhanced with stone walls after receiving 
a beautification grant from the Texas Department of Transportation. 
Even with that stream, its urban setting means the site lacks the 
majestic vistas of Firemen's Park and retains its historical stigma as an 
elementary school playground. Nevertheless, it is well appointed with 
relaxing seating and picnic locations. Tables and benches are spaced 
throughout the grounds among numerous shade trees, providing almost 
100% canopy. Overall, the grounds are well manicured, and Mad Creek 
contributes to its peaceful setting.  

Shawnee Park 
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AMENITIES 
Picnic tables and benches are installed, but few actual "recreation" amenities are found. An old metal 
playground (part of the old elementary school) is located near NCTC, but it lacks the appeal of many newer 
play areas. The equipment includes three swings and parallel/uneven bars, monkey bars, etc. A small 
pavilion is located along the park's western border. There is no park lighting during evening; however, 
parking lot lights, building flood lamps, and street lighting combine to provide some evening illumination. 
No fencing is installed. 

Though 1,000’ of sidewalks are located within the park, connectivity is still an issue with sidewalks 
terminating at the creek with no purpose, failing to connect to neighboring sidewalks at the library, or to 
connect to its neighboring park, Shawnee Springs Park via sidewalk access at the intersection of Elm and 
Cypress St. The only connectivity is with the library sidewalk terminating at the intersection of Elm and 
South Streets at an attractive stone archway that greets visitors and passers-by. However, these paths 
were not configured to serve as a dedicated exercise track or trail. Nevertheless, they fit with the park's 
intent, a relaxation area for library patrons, college students, or nearby residents. The impression for 
drivers along Elm is marketable. The peaceful view from the library's floor to ceiling windows is another 
benefit. The park, college, and library feed from each other. On-site parking is not provided within the 
park itself; however, parking is available at the library and college.  

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE 

A historical marker gives a history of area Native Americans. The park is named for one of those tribes 
who cultivated land on a reservation found 45 miles to the west of Graham. The marker was erected in 
1972. The Graham Centennial Celebration Association used the park for its activities that same year. The 
organization placed a time capsule to be opened in 2022, 50 years after the original ceremony. 

PARKS, TRAILS, AND GREEN SPACE INVENTORY

Shawnee Park
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND LANDSCAPING 
Shawnee Springs Park is adjacent to Shawnee Park and is geared almost 
exclusively to passive recreation. It is situated on a 2.9-acre parcel, but 
the "park" land only occupies 1.5 acres. Elm Street is on one side, while 
a mix of retail and housing is on the other three sides. Little on-site 
parking is accommodated. Indirect illumination from Elm and Brazos 
Streets is insufficient for evening use. Mad Creek also meanders through, 
occasionally flooding portions of the park. No trails are currently built 
though planning is evaluating connectivity with new parkland on further 
west to new floodplain properties and then to Firemen’s Park. Some 
shade is provided, but nowhere near enough to shelter visitors from sun 
or wind.   

PARKS, TRAILS, AND GREEN SPACE INVENTORY

PARK SNAPSHOT

ACRES: 1.5
TYPE: Pocket

AMENITIES
• Picnic Table
• Playground

- Slides (4)

Shawnee Springs Park  

AMENITIES 
Shawnee Springs Park is equipped with modern and appealing playground equipment. A pea gravel surface 
is also present providing additional benefit for children and parents, though not for disabled or elderly 
visitors. There are two picnic tables primarily utilized by family members or guardians as kids enjoy the 
playground equipment, however, the park is underutilized.
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PARKS, TRAILS, AND GREEN SPACE INVENTORY

PARK SNAPSHOT

ACRES: 7
TYPE: Natural

Standpipe/Victory Park 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION, LANDSCAPING, 
AND AMENITIES 

Victory Park is on Standpipe Mountain, northeast of the Square. The lot 
is over seven acres, but the park occupies only a fraction of that. Homes 
surround the hill on one side. Southern Bleacher and other industrial 
facilities are located on the others. The formation peaks at 1,160' and 
the four side average increase from the base is 52'. The facility has no 
true "amenities." Visitors must park halfway up the grass driveway which 
is hard to recognize as a parking area. No restrooms or water fountains 
are found either. Lighting is not installed, but the flag and water tank was 
lit at night in the past. This, combined with the urban glow downtown 
provides minimal illumination. The site is not identified by park signage 
but does contain a historical landmark.

SITE ACCESSIBILITY 
The ascent up Standpipe Mountain is challenging. However, the facility is open for use even though it is 
not an "active" park. The city maintains the grounds and occasionally inspects the old standpipe. Even 
with the effort involved in accessing the site, the view overlooking the city is rewarding. It gives excellent 
views of the Square and other historic neighborhoods. Mature and natural trees, bushes, and ground cover 
clearly show what the area looked like before human settlement. The foundation of a decommissioned 
water tank offers a large flat surface for sightseeing, picnics or small gatherings, though ground covering 
has grown so that sights of the square have become harder to view.

AMENITIES
• Historical Landmark 
• Hiking
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HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE 
Civic activities on the mountain were held as early as the 1870s. The first elevated water storage tank was 
built in 1907, giving the area its name ("standpipe," a common name for narrow water tanks at the time). 
The mountain was donated to the City and named "Victory Park" for the end of WW1. A historic marker 
on Fourth Street recounts the park and community's founding. Many civic gatherings also occurred on 
the summit in decades past. 

Standpipe/Victory Park

PARKS, TRAILS, AND GREEN SPACE INVENTORY
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PARKS, TRAILS, AND GREEN SPACE INVENTORY

PARK SNAPSHOT

Fisher Street Park

GENERAL DESCRIPTION, LANDSCAPING, 
AND AMENITIES 

Fisher Street Park is a small pocket park in a southern subdivision. The 
site is situated on an "end" lot at the intersection of Normandy and 
Kintner Drives and is also referred to as Normandy Park. The namesake 
road, Fisher Street, terminates at the park's corner. The lot is 0.33 acres 
in size, similar to the residential lots. It is surrounded on all sides by 
homes. The park is targeted at young families. It is furnished with a 
playground comprised of two swings (one a toddler swing), slides, and 
other "jungle gym" type equipment. Benches, picnic tables, and a water 
fountain are also present. 

Mature trees line the park on the well-manicured grass. No fencing 
is found, but surrounding roads are generally quiet. As a primarily 
neighborhood targeted park, facility users may live within walking or 
biking distance, but vehicles are often parked on the street while people 
flock to the park for its atmosphere.

ACRES: .33
TYPE: Pocket

AMENITIES
• Drinking Fountain
• Picnic Table
• Benches
• Playgrounds 

(1-tot/1-child) 
- Child Swings (1)
- Tot Swings (1)
- Climbers (1)
- Slides (3)
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND 
NEIGHBORHOOD CONTEXT 

Melissa Park is a partnership between the City Parks Department and 
the First Presbyterian Church of Graham. The park is situated at the 
southwestern corner of the church's property. Melissa Park occupies 
only a fraction of the whole site. The church is on one side, and single-
family homes are on the others. The City's Parks Department maintains 
the landscaping and grounds, while the Church is responsible for 
equipment upkeep.  

AMENITIES AND LANDSCAPING
The playground is the park's main attraction. It has slides, swings, and 
climbing equipment on a gravel surface, all geared toward younger 
children, though there are no toddler swings. The park is often called 
Caterpillar Park due to the presence of a large climbing structure shaped 
like a caterpillar. Bench seating for adults is supplied nearby. Landscaping 
is sparse, but groundcover is well maintained and provides a decent area for flying kites or large areas to 
run and play. Due to the lack of mature trees, Melissa Park is unlikely to see heavy use during hot summer 
afternoons. Lighting is not provided directly, but street lamps yield minimal illumination. Ample street 
parking is available, and many of the users come from nearby homes or the church.  There is no fencing 
along the park  bordering the quiet street, lending an open feel to passers-by.

PARKS, TRAILS, AND GREEN SPACE INVENTORY

PARK SNAPSHOT

ACRES: 1
TYPE: Pocket

AMENITIES
• Picnic Tables
• Benches
• Playgrounds 

(1-tot/1-child) 
- Child Swings (6)
- Climbers (1)
- Slides (4)

Melissa Park
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PARKS, TRAILS, AND GREEN SPACE INVENTORY

Swimming Pool 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND 
NEIGHBORHOOD CONTEXT 

The City of Graham Municipal Swimming Pool is at the intersection 
of Fourth and Indiana on a 1.5-acre parcel. Homes are on the pool's 
eastern side, while commercial buildings are found to the south and 
west. Another City park lies to the north. Much of the site’s eastern 
edge is shaded by large trees and mature vegetation. The pool has been 
in the community for some time but was significantly renovated in the 
early 2000s. 

AMENITIES AND LANDSCAPING
The pool covers eight thousand square feet and has striped racing lanes. 
It has diving boards but is not equipped for high dives. A waterpark slide is available for children. Other 
kid-friendly amenities are offered such as a mist/splash zone. The facility also had a covered dining area 
added in 2012 with four picnic tables underneath. Changing rooms and some indoor facilities are found 
on-site, as are water fountains, bathrooms, and concessions. The site offers parking and a secure bike 
rack. Lighting and fencing have been installed for security and evening activities. The pool has an alert 
system of the same design as is used in Firemen's Park.

MANAGEMENT AND RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES 
The pool is open with regular hours and staffed with lifeguards. The facility is available for private party 
rental in the evenings. Youth swimming lessons are offered seasonally.

PARK SNAPSHOT

ACRES: 1
TYPE: Special

AMENITIES
• Restrooms
• Pavilion
• Swimming Pool
• Picnic Tables
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND 
NEIGHBORHOOD CONTEXT 

The City pool has a small park (Pool Park) adjacent to the property. This 
park is accessed from Fourth Street and/or Indiana Street. The site is 
less than half an acre in size, accounting for just under 1/3 of the full 
parcel (which includes the pool). 

AMENITIES AND LANDSCAPING
The park is designed for children, with swings, numerous climbing 
bars, and slides. The equipment is newer and the surface is pea gravel. 
Two picnic tables are present. Portions of the site are well shaded by 
attractive and mature trees. Partial fencing is installed, but not along 
Fourth Street. Limited lighting spills over from the pool and Fourth 
Street. However, during evening site visits, the playground was quite 
dark and ill-suited for nighttime use.

PARKS, TRAILS, AND GREEN SPACE INVENTORY

PARK SNAPSHOT

ACRES: .33
TYPE: Special

AMENITIES
• Picnic Tables
• Benches
• Playgrounds 

(1-tot/1-child) 
- Child Swings (2)
- Climbers (3)
- Slides (2)

Fourth Street/Pool Park
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PARKS, TRAILS, AND GREEN SPACE INVENTORY

PARK SNAPSHOT

ACRES: 5
TYPE: Special

AMENITIES
• RV Hookups (12)
• Boat/Kayak Launch (1)

Lake Eddleman Park

GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND 
NEIGHBORHOOD CONTEXT 

Lake Eddleman Park focuses on camping and activities at the lake. 
The park is found north of Graham, just outside the ETJ. The parcel is 
over 27 acres in size, but the park occupies only 5 acres. No developed 
properties are directly adjacent to the facility. However, Boat Ramp 
Road is just south and has houses lining its southern frontage. The 
park and lake are named for former Graham Mayor A. B. Eddleman. The 
lake was inundated in 1929, and the park was built later. A number of 
plaques and other historical monuments are located in the area among 
the recreational amenities.

AMENITIES AND LANDSCAPING
The primary "amenities" are pads and hookups for RVs. The park has pads for 12 with electrical connections 
(at 30 and 50 amps). These pads are often full. Camping with tents is also allowed. Each pad has a trash 
barrel, picnic table, and views of the banks of Lake Eddleman. The natural parts are landscaped with shade 
trees. This park boasts potential for expansion and creation of a natural beach access to Lake Graham. The 
improvements further the parks utilization and include additional RV hookups and pads.

Fishing and hiking are accommodated informally. The park has several views of the power plant between 
Lakes Graham and Eddleman. The view is especially vibrant in the evening, as the lights on the towers and 
elevated equipment from the plant reflect across the water's surface, yet future planning should evaluate 
waterfront possibilities which do not have the sightlines to the plant.  
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Lake Eddlemen Park

PARKS, TRAILS, AND GREEN SPACE INVENTORY

REGULATION ON USE 
The City charges a daily space rental fee (for RVs, campers, or tents) of $12. Fireworks are banned. Dogs 
must be leashed at all times. Many of these rules are self-enforced by RV users. Camping/parking fees are 
remitted with a "collection honor box" for example. Stays are limited at two consecutive weeks per RV. 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND 
NEIGHBORHOOD CONTEXT 

Developed in 1968, Kindley Park is a second camping facility on US 
380, fronting on Lake Graham. The travel distance between it and 
Eddleman Park is about 5.5 miles further away from Graham. It occupies 
approximately 6 acres in total. The nearest developed property is 
residential, a mix of estate sized lots and lake houses. The park takes 
its name from T. Kindley, one of Graham's early settlers. Amenities 
and Landscaping Kindley Park accommodates 10 RVs with hookups. 
Landscaping is natural, with several RV pads close to the water and fully 
shaded by trees. Lighting is installed throughout, but currently, only the fishing area is illuminated. Flooded 
trees attract several species of fish in this northern area of Lake Graham. Many trees and stumps become 
visible when the water level is low, making boat access hazardous near Kindley Park. Still, small crafts 
such as ultra-lights or rafts could be launched from the park with care. Wader fishing is popular according 
to interviews. Bass (largemouth, striped, hybrid, and white), white carp, and channel catfish are common. 
Additional varieties of local fish are listed on Texas Parks and Wildlife Department signage posted in both 
parks and at boat ramps. A similar fishing platform for Lake Eddleman is on another US 380 bridge. 

REGULATION ON USE 
The City charges a $10 nightly fee for RV/travel trailer parking and tent camping. Rules on dogs, fireworks, 
and other activities are identical to Eddleman Park. State of Texas fishing/hunting licenses are required 
except on designated weekends.

PARKS, TRAILS, AND GREEN SPACE INVENTORY

PARK SNAPSHOT

ACRES: 6.25
TYPE: Natural

AMENITIES
• RV Hookups (10)
• Boat/Kayak Launch

Kindley Park
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PARKS, TRAILS, AND GREEN SPACE INVENTORY

Boat Docks/Ramps 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND NEIGHBORHOOD CONTEXT 
The City operates several boat launches. The Parks Department maintains the landscaping, and the Streets 
Department paves and manages the driveways and ramps. Hours of operation are not posted, but regular 
park hours could be implemented if the need arose from late-night noise or light. 

AMENITIES, LOCATION, AND NEIGHBORHOOD CONTEXT  
One of the ramps is found on the obscurely named Boat Ramp Road, adjacent to Lake Eddleman Park. 
Parking is available on a gravel lot for trucks and trailers. Trash dumpsters are provided for boaters. 
Signage covering fishing regulations, nighttime illumination, and other amenities are also present. A 
balance channel just north of the power plant allows boats to cross into Lake Graham. This is the ramp 
closest to the City Limits. A second launch is on Lake Graham, accessed via FM 3003. It has a parking lot 
near the ramp, lighting, and a dumpster. A wooden pier is also on site. That dock is useful for loading/
unloading boats in the water. A third ramp (on Lake Graham as well) is just beyond the northern terminus 
of FM 3003 and White Rose Road. This launch has fewer amenities but is still equipped with truck/trailer 
parking, a dumpster, and limited lighting. The surface condition of parking and the ramp is lower. The ramp 
is about 5.5 miles north along FM 3003 and is the farthest removed park facility from the city limits. Many 
boats are launched from personal docks. Around 50% of the lake homes have private piers/boathouses. 
Site visits showed the vast majority of residents had watercraft on trailers parked in carports or near 
homes if they did not have a dock. Given the relatively low land rents (a byproduct of State regulations), 
investments in lakefront housing are below what might normally be expected. Increased land rents may 
spur higher investment in the homes and docks. 
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PARKS, TRAILS, AND GREEN SPACE INVENTORY

PARK SNAPSHOT

ACRES: 12.5
TYPE: Special

Fort Belknap occupies 12.5 acres, and a cemetery adds more land to the 
"Fort Belknap" area.  The site has several historic structures surrounded 
by a fort wall. In addition to buildings, several preserved artillery pieces 
are displayed. Ceremonial flag poles, historical markers, and other 
artifacts round out the collection. Many buildings were reconstructed 
following national historical refurbishment/restoration standards. All 
of the structures have plaques with service dates and brief histories. 
A multimedia tour is available, as is an on-site museum. An attached 
stage is also installed for park visitor use or for special events held by 
the staff. The park has playground options for children, with swings, 
slides, and other equipment. A recently refurbished basketball court is 
found which appears to undergo periodic maintenance. Other athletic 
offerings include a small baseball field with a backstop. Numerous 
locations for picnics or simple relaxation are found in the fort. These are 
primarily small tables and benches strategically located around the park. 
For larger gatherings, the park offers an arboretum. This sizable space is 
covered by vines and vegetation, lending it a natural attractiveness. The 
grape arboretum has six double rows of tables, each separated by an 
additional six rows of benches. Total seating capacity is quite high, with 
room for several hundred attendees. The natural roof covers a total of 
16 thousand square feet. The facility has water faucets, power outlets, 
drinking fountains, and public restrooms. The park is equipped to allow 
camping, charged at $10 per night.  

AMENITIES
• Restrooms
• Pavilion
• Kitchen/Grilling
• Picnic Tables
• Drinking Fountains
• RV Hookups (12)
• Parking
• Baseball Field
• Basketball Court
• Benches
• Swings
• Horseshoes/Cornhole

EXISTING STATE AND COUNTY OWNED PARKS
Fort Belknap 
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Fort Belknap

PARKS, TRAILS, AND GREEN SPACE INVENTORY

STATE AND LOCAL SIGNIFICANCE 

Fort Belknap Park is visited for its history by student groups and individuals following the Texas Forts Trail. 
Historical markers and plaques cover the fort's history, as well as the restoration work carried out in the 
1930s, 1960s, and 1970s. Even the park's walls have some historical significance. Residents also use the 
pavilion and grounds for private events. The park functions as a multi-city community recreational asset. 
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LAKE HISTORY AND DESCRIPTION  
In contrast to Fort Belknap, Possum Kingdom State Park is a State-wide draw. The lake was inundated in 
the early 1940s by the BRA through WPA funds. The Morris Sheppard Dam impounds the water before 
spilling back it into the Brazos River. State Park History and Services The park is near Caddo Bay. It 
covers 1,500 acres and was opened to the public in 1950. The park offers a wide range of activities like 
camping, boating, and fishing. About 150 camping sites are offered, from tents to cabins with running 
water, electricity, and kitchens. The park also has "primitive" camping sites requiring a hike, completely 
inaccessible by road. Entrance fees provide much of the funding. While the park's amenities are much 
stronger than the previously discussed Fort Belknap, the actual lake is the driving force behind most visits.

BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA: 
CAMP CONSTANTIN/AQUATIC BASE

The Boy Scouts of America Organization owns a large campsite and aquatic base (Jack D. Furst Aquatic 
Base) on PK Lake. The camp is operated by Circle Ten Council, the governing body for Scouting in north 
Texas and southern Oklahoma. Camp Constantin encompasses approximately 400 acres and was opened 
in 1946. The total waterfront land inside the camp spans approximately 6.5 miles.

The camp operates as a scouting facility during summer for nearly 3,000 scouts, including some from 
international organizations. The site is open for general use the rest of the year. Sponsored activities 
include hiking, shooting (archery, rifle, etc.), boating (canoes, powerboats, sailboats, jet skis, etc.), swimming 
(including snorkeling in the unusually clear water), and other outdoor/nature activities. The Aquatic Base 
is responsible for boating and water equipment (sailboats, canoes, and ski boats). It operates the swimming 
pier and boat births for Camp Constantin and maintains the "blobs" (diving equipment).

PARKS, TRAILS, AND GREEN SPACE INVENTORY

Possum Kingdom (PK) Lake and State Park 
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PARKS, TRAILS, AND GREEN SPACE INVENTORY

Possum Kingdom (PK) Lake and State Park 

YMCA: CAMP GRADY SPRUCE 
The Dallas Metropolitan Area YMCA operates Camp Grady Spruce on PK Lake. The camp occupies more 
than 850 acres of land just north of Camp Constantin. The park opened in 1949 and was established due 
to the popularity of other Dallas YMCA camps. The facility was very successful and expanded to include 
teenaged boys in the 1960s (called Frontier Camp). A female-only camp (called Ray Bean Camp) was 
opened in the 1970s. By the 1980s, all were co-ed except by cabin. Between summer camping programs 
and year-round general public activities, the facility handles approximately 30,000 annual visits. Summer 
programs offer outdoor water sports, in addition to "land sports" (unusual adaptations of mainstream 
games). The programs also include indoor recreation such as drama, arts and crafts, and cheer/dance. 
Specialized camping experiences are offered such as equestrian, sailing, Army Reserve, etc., in both 
summer camp and single day formats. The facility offers group, family, and individual programs.  

BRAZOS RIVER AUTHORITY RECREATIONAL ASSETS 
The BRA plays a significant role in recreation on PK. As one of the primary actors in developing the lake, 
it continues to administer many public amenities. Unlike the YMCA, Boy Scouts, and State Park system, 
the BRA's facilities are dispersed throughout the region. Usage fees are charged to visitors to defray 
operation, construction, and maintenance costs.  

BOAT RAMPS 
Seven sites have boat ramps/docks. These are found throughout the main peninsula. Picnic amenities 
are common near the ramps as well. Daily, monthly, and annual passes are sold for use of the ramps, 
trailer parking, courtesy docks, and other services. The fees are reduced for seniors and service members/
retirees, and waived for residents. The ramps are open year round, but usage is subject to water conditions. 
The reservoir's primary purpose is the management and storage of water. Therefore, levels periodically 
change irrespective of local rainfall conditions, potentially compounding regional droughts regarding lake 
height. Lake Graham is also a drinking water reservoir but serves only regional needs. This causes fewer 
water level changes. 
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PARKS, TRAILS, AND GREEN SPACE INVENTORY

Possum Kingdom (PK) Lake and State Park 

CAMPING 
The BRA manages campgrounds, with RV/camper, cabin, and tent sites. Most are near or adjacent to 
public water access areas equipped with picnic tables, grilling pits, swimming, parking, and playgrounds. 
Several swimming zones are designed as "beaches," offering special enhancements. 

TRAIL SYSTEM 
One of the largest BRA assets by land area is the Hike & Bike Trail. The BRA maintains 19 scenic stations 
along the path, many named for Texas universities (Aggie Lookout, Raider Lookout, etc.). Presently, 13 
trailheads have been established. Several other trails are found in the area too, accounting for an additional 
17 miles. 

WILDLIFE 
In addition to humans, an assortment of wildlife occupies the area. The BRA does not regulate fishing or 
hunting, leaving that responsibility to TPWD Park Rangers. Deer are plentiful, grazing throughout the 
public and private sites during the off-season. Ducks and other waterfowl are protected for part of the 
year, but licenses are sold for population control. Fishing is managed through State regulations as well. 
BRA scientists monitor water conditions too, issuing warnings to residents and visitors when needed. 
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PARKS, TRAILS, AND GREEN SPACE INVENTORY

Possum Kingdom (PK) Lake and State Park 

IMPLICATIONS FOR GRAHAM 
The BRA parks are possible indications of what Graham's Salt Creek Park could become. While the City will 
operate it, the PK system is certainly a positive example in the eyes of many participants. It is important 
to consider how Graham's park system fits in the regional recreation/tourism framework as well. 

GENERAL PK COMMUNITY 
PK has businesses similar to those near other lakes, including restaurants, banks, coffee shops, grocers, 
gas stations, marinas, lodges, and water recreation. The City of Graford is close by and the more advanced 
municipal facilities of Graham and/or Mineral Wells are used as well (such as SCUBA search and rescue 
from Graham's Fire Department). A small airport and 20 hangers are located on the lake. According to 
interviews, some of the lake's regular vacationers keep a ground vehicle in a hanger and fly in for visits. 
Residents of the community also support enough retail activity to justify a Chamber of Commerce. 
Summers see influxes of workers into the area. Graham could enjoy more seasonal retail if PK grows, 
but factors such as gas price discrepancies often tilt traffic toward Mineral Wells. Most retail and other 
services are supported by tourism traffic, but a notable residential population is responsible as well. 
Some of these houses are year-round residences. Others are second/vacation homes. A third category 
is typical rental/timeshare ownership found near many large entertainment or recreational attractions. 
Lot and housing size are quite varied. Many are elaborate and spacious, while modest homes are also 
found. Size and character depend on location too. Much of the shoreline is platted for individual homes 
with swimming/boating docks. Others are situated in neighborhoods setback several blocks from the 
water. Many of these residents rent boat lifts in marinas. The housing mix has changed somewhat since 
the 2011 wildfires. The holding capacity is quite large. This potentially represents a growing market for 
higher order services for both Graham and Mineral Wells, assuming retail in PK continues to lag behind 
housing construction. The significance of the Possum Kingdom Area for Graham/PK has been referenced 
in several popular songs over the years and has appeared in other media. Its hundreds of thousands of 
annual visits could have a profound economic and population impact. Several public involvement session 
speakers specifically discussed PK vacations during their childhood. Those experiences, combined with 
Graham's strong community values, were the deciding factors for these individuals when choosing a 
community for retirement or family life. Clearly, PK already serves as a vehicle for marketing Graham, but 
more is possible. PK influences what Graham should do with its own recreation/tourism assets too. When 
thinking about development on Lakes Graham and Eddleman, planners must consider what presently 
exists on PK. The Graham community could complement rather than directly compete with PK, serving 
different niches. If properly implemented, the right public and private efforts could use PK as a tool 
to attract tourism, residents, and commercial enterprises to Graham. The relative size differences are 
notable, but the marketability of PK will always be high, as will the built-in visitor volume of the Boy Scout, 
YMCA, and State Park areas. Still, Graham's lakes have enough acreage (2.3 thousand vs. 12.5 thousand) 
and appeal to thrive in some niches. Access to municipal services and more commerce is one advantage. 
Graham's lakes also see less water level variability
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Needs Assessment

Graham Parks, Trails, and Open Spaces Master Plan 2018 utilized a combination 
of standard based, demand based, and resource-based needs assessment. The 
Graham Parks and Recreation Survey revealed numerous opportunities to improve 

our parklands. A prior survey was administered in 2012 to gauge public opinion in 
regards to the impending acquisition of BRA floodplain acreage. The citizen committee, 
which administered the first survey, also held a public meeting. This committee drafted 
plans, budgets, and received development documents from the Brazos River Authority 
and Army Corp of Engineers who were all involved in the original process. During that 
time, the Graham Chamber of Commerce’s leadership development class, YouLead, also 
helped with design and public input for naming the park.

Due to a delay of six years after the original survey, the Graham Economic Improvement 
Corporation administered a paid Facebook ad which contained a new Parks and Recreation 
Survey to further explore the previous responses received in 2012 and re-gauge public 
opinion with a wider reach to explore the regional use of Graham’s parks. In light of extended 
rural conditions surrounding Graham, the survey allowed responses from residents with zip 
codes within a 30-minute drive. If a conservative estimate is used by allowing only 15-minute 
drives, Graham’s parks serve approximately 15,000 people.
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Survey Results

QUESTION 1
How important is outdoor recreation to you?

On a scale of 1-5, more than 90% ranked outdoor 
recreation as either a 4 or 5. 

QUESTION 2
What is your physical zip code?

This question was mandatory to prevent outsider 
influence by requiring a local zip code. Out of 585 
respondents, all but 44 reside within the Graham 
zip code. The other 44 live within a moderate drive 
of 30 minutes. an 8% attendance rate from those 
outside the immediate boundaries of Graham is 
not unfounded due to the fact Graham is the retail 
hub and county seat of Young County. Outside 
attendance may be higher than reported if we are 
to believe residents in neighboring areas are less 
likely to complete the survey..

QUESTION 3
How long have you lived in your  

current zip code?

As expected with smaller rural communities, 
transiency is less prominent. Fewer people move 
in or out of the area. Graham’s population grew 
rapidly from 1970 to 1980, from 7,477 to 9,170 
residents. However, that was the peak population 
count for Graham throughout the last 50 years. 
This question was posed to gauge park influence 
in the region and to take into account exposure 
to city parks based off of their tenure. Seventy-
one percent of respondents reported living in 
their current zip code for at least 10 years. New 
park equipment or locations are needed to both 
re-invigorate park attendance and enjoyment, 
as well as help create capacity and spur growth/
sustainability for the city. 

QUESTION 4
What is your age?

Three percent of respondents were 18 years old or 
under, a group we would have liked to gain more 
feedback from. Respondents in the 19-49-year-
old range responded twice as often on the survey 
as their demographic ratio within the community 
whole, giving a greater survey bias toward their 
age group. This should be expected given they 
are the predominant child-rearing population 
utilizing park spaces. Twenty-seven percent of 
respondents were age 50 or older. Their survey 
representation matches the 50-75-year-old age 
group ratio within the community as a whole.

Q4 WHAT IS YOUR AGE?

 

NEEDS ASSESSMENT

Q4 What is your age?
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13 - 18
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Survey Results Continued

QUESTION 5
How often do you visit privately held parks in 

Graham (ie. a church park)?

At least 57% of respondents visit a privately held 
park at least once a month. Eight percent stated 
the never visit privately held parks.

QUESTION 6 
When you visit a privately held park in Graham, 

what ages of children do you bring with you?

Half of the respondents bring children age 12 
or younger making up the majority of privately 
held park visitors. Thirty-five percent of visitors 
bring children from multiple age groups creating 
a greater need for play options for multiple ages/
abilities simultaneously. Six percent of visitors 
bring children from each age group. Twenty-two 
percent bring children age 2-5 and 6-12. Seven 
percent bring children 6-12 and 13-18. Fifty-eight 
percent of respondents visit a privately held park 
at least once a month. 

Of those that attend privately held parks, 14% 
do not bring children with them. This means they 
either go alone or with friends placing a higher 
need for adult recreation options and /or seating.

QUESTION 7
How often do you visit a city park? 

 (ex. Firemen’s Park)

Respondents visit public parks slightly more often 
than privately held parks. Sixty-seven percent of 
respondents visit a city park at least once a month.

Q4 HOW OFTEN DO YOU VISIT A CITY PARK? 
(EX. FIREMEN’S PARK)Q7 How often do you visit a city park?  (ex. Firemen's Park)

Multiple times
a week

Once a week

At least once
a month

A few times a
year

Never
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QUESTION 8
When you visit a city park in Graham, what ages 

of children do you bring with you?

Children age 2-5 and 6-12 account for the majority 
of children brought to city parks. Again, a similar 
portion of visitors bring children of multiple age 
groups to play simultaneously. Participation at city 
parks by those age 13-17 account for only 23% of 
child visitations to all parks except for Victory Park 
which is a small mountain and historical landmark. 
Though far fewer visitors, the number of children 
attending increases with age, likely due to the 
natural habitat and lack of playground equipment. 
This park requires more strength and agility and is 
not well known to most of the public.

Though park attendance tends to decrease as 
children age, Fourth St. Pool Park also sees a 
slight increase in ages 6-12 attending, but then 
visitation drops off for the older children as with 
the others. This increase for ages 6-12 is likely due 
to parental confidence in their children. The park 
borders a busy intersection and is not completely 
fenced. Children in the 6-12-year-old range are 
more aware of the intersection making the park 
more functional than it is for those ages 2-5. It is 
also possible respondents mistaken the city pool 
for the small park which is situated next to it. 
The slight increase would again be contributed 
to parental confidence in their children, but in 
regards to swimming.

QUESTION 9
Which city park do you visit most often?

Eighty-two percent of respondents stated 
Firemen’s Park is their most visited location.  
Where every other city park sits within the 
confines of a city lot, Firemen’s Park provides 
more activities and open spaces. Fisher St. Park 
was ranked as the second most visited. This park 
is well shaded and although on the intersection 
of two roads, it is fairly secluded within a nice 
neighborhood. The equipment is well suited and 
practically exclusive for children under the age 
of 12. Only 9% of respondents reported bringing 
children ages 13-18 to Fisher St. Park further 
validating this park as one for younger children.

Q9 WHICH CITY PARK DO YOU  
VISIT MOST OFTEN?

Survey Results Continued
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QUESTION 10
Which city park do you visit least often?

Victory Park was ranked as the least visited. The 
physical requirement required to ascend the 
mountain as well as the lack of awareness of the 
park are likely the reason for its poor scoring. The 
second least visited park was Shawnee Springs 
Park. This park borders Mad Creek and a wooded 
area, and until recently, bordered a home which 
was recently condemned and demolished. The 
park’s stigma for uncleanliness and transient 
homeless population have caused this park 
to be unattractive to residents. Only seven 
respondents, about 1% of the whole, reported 
Shawnee Springs Park as their most visited park. 
Very few residents spoke of Shawnee Springs 
as a place for relaxation. Some citizens were 
unaware that the park even existed. Given that, 
visibility (which is to say, feelings of security) 
might be a problem. The only specific comment 
about Shawnee Springs Park related to the poor 
appearance of the park which accumulates trash 
through a convergence of neighborhood drainage 
and previous dilapidated home which was recently 
condemned and removed. Fourth Street Pool Park 
also received a significant number of votes. Few 
specific comments regarding the park were made, 
but overall the park was rated as one of the least 
used. One of those stated that if the pool were 
expended, the site would be a natural growth zone. 
Additional water slides, a larger splash zone, or 
more seating were listed as desirable possibilities. 
The park also suffers from a lack of parking and 
a general sense that the facilities are not secure 
enough to protect younger children from entering 
the unfenced area of the roadway. 

Q10 WHICH CITY PARK DO YOU  
VISIT LEAST OFTEN?

 
 
 
 

QUESTION 11
What conditions prevent you from visiting a 

park more often?

Current bathroom facilities appear to pose the 
greatest deterrent for park visitation. Only one 
park, M. Hubbell Baseball Complex, contains a 
restroom. The bathroom facility at Firemen’s Park 
is closed and in need of a complete renovation. 
More than 56% of the respondents noted 
bathrooms as a prominent concern. 

The next highest deterrents are hot and cold 
temperatures followed by a lack of desired 
recreational options and a lack of shade. Time was 
only listed as a deterrent by 22% of respondents 
followed by a lack of interest. Three items 
relating to inclusivity, listed as deterrents by 
4-5% of respondents, are of significant concern. 
These concerns: ADA compliant surfaces and 
accessibility to our parks system, safety-related 
concerns (listed within the “other” category), and 
age/health issues. Providing parks suitable and 
accessible to all should be addressed. The City of 
Graham is dedicated to remedying the issue.

Survey Results Continued
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Overall, safety was a concern in 35% of “other” responses. These concerns account for 5% 
of the total respondents, and had the option been available for selection, it is proposed that 
this number would increase significantly. Secondly, a general sense the parks are “unclean” 
was mentioned in 16% of “other” responses. A similar expectation of increased agreement is 
expected if the question was overtly asked of all respondents. 

In all, the greatest public deterrents to increasing park visitations include several controllable 
remedies: bathroom facility renovations and regular cleaning, greater police presence or 
video monitoring, fencing in high traffic areas, new/exciting playground equipment, shade 
equipment/trees, and increased accessibility to our parks system.

FIREMEN’S PARK

Aging Equipment
Safety  

(Traffic/Drugs/Graffiti)

Trash
Pea Gravel Surfaces

FOURTH STREET POOL PARK

Traffic/Safety

SHAWNEE SPRINGS

Parking
Safety

VICTORY PARK
Unaware it exists

TOP “OTHER” CONDITIONS THAT PREVENT PARK VISITATIONS:

Survey Results Continued
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QUESTION 12
Please arrange your top park enhancements

(beginning with 1 as your top pick)

The answers to this question highlight the unified 
passion for the items listed. Consistent with 
a previous survey done in 2012, respondents 
overwhelmingly ranked a walking/hiking trail 
as the highest priority, followed by renovated 
bathrooms. Additional playground equipment 
and an amphitheater for concerts and festivals 
nearly tied showing a shift in public opinion from 
six years ago which listed an amphitheater as a 
possible addition later. The desire for large events 
space is likely spurred on by the success of recent 
Convention and Visitor Bureau events like the Food 
Truck Championship of Texas which has drawn as 
many as 12,000 visitors to our downtown square 
and several thousand to the following concert 
that night. A bike trail was originally listed with a 
walking/hiking trail in 2012, but to get a better 
sense of the demand, it was singled out and still 
received a high ranking, though far less than a 
walking/hiking trail.  

It is no surprise that shade for playground 
equipment (ranked 6th) along with renovated 
bathrooms (ranked 2nd), scored high on the top 
park enhancements since they address two of the 
main deterrents to visiting our parks.  

Water recreation and beach access on Lake 
Graham and ADA compliant surfaces were two 
unforeseen priorities before the survey took place. 
Being within close proximity to Possum Kingdom 
Lake draws residents away from Lake Graham for 
water recreation and swimming, but partly due 
to the fact that there are no beach access points 
to Lake Graham.  Although Lake Eddlemen lacks 
athletic installations, respondents appreciated the 
option of RV camping for guests. Some suggested 
additional lake amenities on the property. These 
individuals would like to see more City owned lake 
land converted to recreational use. A swimming 
area and pier were both discussed, as was a marina. 

The recent survey requests beach access and 
recreation on Lake Graham and this Parks, Trails, 
and Open Space Master Plan 2018 prioritizes 
future exploration into the viability of a public/
private development project.  

Currently, every city park utilizes pea gravel for 
fall protection. While the pea gravel has been 
a high functioning surface for our playgrounds, 
they also deter elderly, parents with strollers, 
and handicapped participation. Within the city, 
only Pioneer Elementary provides a swingset for 
wheelchair visitors. Providing ADA compliant 
surfaces and equipment would align our parks with 
our standards, and should increase park usage and 
citizen enjoyment. 

A dog park has been a consistent recommendation, 
and its rank among park enhancements is likely 
indicative of dog ownership within the city. We did 
not test for a reverse negative response, though a 
few comments in the “other” category expressed 
concern. 

Currently, there are no functioning lights present 
at any city park for use during the evening or 
night. Some city parks are located at intersections 
and along roadways where they receive minimal 
lighting. Victory Park has no lighting ambient 
lighting from neighboring roadways. Better lighting 
would increase safety and usage of city parks 
during the summer evenings and nights when 
temperatures fall. 

Survey Results Continued
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Survey Results Continued

SQ12 PEASE ARRANGE YOUR TOP PARK 
ENHANCEMENTS? (BEGINNING WITH 1 AS 

YOUR TOP PICK)

QUESTION 13
How often would you use trails to go:  

Running, Biking, Walking, Hiking?

The highest number of those replying N/A to one 
of these items was for biking followed by running. 
One-third of respondents stated they would not 
use trails for either but another 40% said they 
would utilize the trails for biking or running at 
least once a month. The highest support for trails 

comes in favor of walking or hiking. Forty percent 
of respondents said they would use a trail for 
walking multiple times a week, and 78% at least 
once a month. Fifty-seven percent of respondents 
said they would use a hiking trail at least once 
a month. Currently, the only city hiking trail is a 
10-minute hike to the top of Victory Park, and a 
walking/running/biking trail which doubles as a 
roadway at Firemen’s Park. 

QUESTION 14
Rank these sporting venues by importance to you: 

Skate Park, Basketball Court,  Sand Volleyball 
Court, Baseball/Softball Fields, Soccer Fields, 

Recreation at  Lake Graham.

While the question was geared to gauge the 
importance of current/possible sporting locations, 
the responders appear to have understood the 
question as which venue is most needed. The 
reasoning for this assumption is that the Graham 
Soccer Association has a very healthy participation 
but ranked last in importance. It is likely responders 
viewed the existence/condition of the soccer 
fields as sufficient whereas recreation at Lake 
Graham, sand volleyball, basketball courts, and a 
skate park are nonexistent. 

Between sand volleyball and recreation at Lake 
Graham, half of the respondents ranked these two 
as number one in importance. There are no public 
basketball courts which were tied in importance 
with the baseball/softball fields which have aged 
and most are in need of re-leveling.
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Covered picnic areas
Splash pad/foot pool/water fountain features

Better park signage
Tree trimming up to 10 or 15 feet to improve 

visibility within the park
Ant killer

Improved landscaping
More room for disabled

Surveillance 
Options for young teens

More recreational activities
More eventful activities

Better wheelchair/stroller access
Waterpark

Kindley Park updates
Additional tables
Additional grills

Convert Shawnee Springs into Farmers’ Market
Adult play equipment

More trash bins
Clean the water at Firemen’s Park

Encourage programs and events at the park
Better fishing spots

Tennis courts
Adult sports leagues

Water activities for toddlers
Family activities

Roller skate and biking area
Splash pad for all ages

Parking at all parks

Pavilion for group gatherings with electricity
More swings

Centrally located bathrooms
Drinking fountains for people and dogs

More slides
Larger playground area

More RV spaces
Innovative equipment (zip lines, round snouts, 

see-saw)
More camping options

Nice aesthetics
Merry-go-round

Prevent stickers in the grass
Fences

Sidewalks
Hire a parks and rec manager

Green spaces
Air conditioning

Longer operating hours at the pool
Install sprinkler system to center grass area at 

Firemen’s
Promote Victory Park
Exercise equipment

Kayak access on Salt Creek
No smoking at parks

Take out random places with crushed rock and 
replace with grass

Stock pond with more fish
Vending machines

Sports complex with concession stand

QUESTION 15
How do you feel we can best improve our parks? 

*Unique answers not listed in the survey”

Survey Results Continued
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Survey Results Continued

QUESTION 16
What outdoor recreation opportunities would you like to see? 

*Unique answers not listed in the survey”

Food stations to feed ducks and fish
Water feature
Rock climbing

Downhill mountain biking
Linked parks

Concerts/festivals
Pavilion for outdoor gatherings

Multi-use green spaces within neighborhoods
Stock pond/Fishing

Sports leagues
Outdoor trampolines

A place to walk/bike without automobiles
ATV park

An area to fly kites
Paddleboarding

Yoga

Coffee stand
Putt-putt golf

Tennis
Pedal boating

Movies in the park
Events in the park
Toddler equipment

Golf
Remote control world (dirt track for remote 

cars, landing strip for remote planes)
Grilling area

Rentable sports gear at the ball fields
Fencing

Programs in the park
Rentals at Lake Graham

Washers/Horseshoe/Cornhole area

NEEDS ASSESSMENT
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Rec facility
Soccer

Basketball
Skating

Facility for family reunions and small concerts
Education facility

Rock climbing
Swimming
Laser tag

Bowling alley
Volleyball

Defensive sports (boxing/jiu-jitsu/wrestling)
Table games (ping pong/billiards/shuffleboard)

Playground
Special needs options

Putt-putt golf
Nature center in a water garden

Tennis
Trampoline park

Batting cages
Room for low-cost entertainment like chess

Walking track
Racquetball/handball

Archery
Dance classes

Music practice area
More rodeo events

Gun range
Senior activities

Survey Results Continued

QUESTION 17
What indoor recreation opportunities would you like to see? 

*Unique answers not listed in the survey”
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Connectivity and Access Accessibility
One of the most common participant concerns regarding the existing park system is ease of access. The 
situation does appear to be troubled. The most capable facility (Firemen's Park) is far from the thousands 
of residents in southern and western Graham. By car, it is less than a 10-minute trip. The distance is more 
daunting for children or seniors unable to drive though, made even worse by the need to cross busy 
highways. The new BRA park will add capacity to the system; but, its location is literally "across the street" 
from Firemen's Park. Walking distance will remain an issue for most residents.    

CONNECTIVITY 
Many participants noted the lack of connections between parks and the places where people live or work. 
Even close connections are sometimes missed, such as the link between the two Shawnee parks. These 
sites are adjacent to each other across Elm Street, yet no specific improvements have been installed to link 
the two. A crosswalk is in place across Elm Street, but internal trails in both parks should directly connect 
to it. Even with the crosswalk, the facilities do not function as a unit. One anticipated improvement is 
the Salt Creek Trail extension. This would install a pedestrian-friendly connection from Firemen's Park to 
central Graham. Another possible connectivity aid is the "enhanced sidewalk" corridors that link pedestrian 
centers such as schools, parks, and neighborhoods. Establishing direct walkability between Firemen's Park 
and the BRA land will be vital. The mutually reinforcing effect of existing and new parks with the Square 
could yield extraordinary benefits. If integrated, these would form a venue capable of hosting large events 
and draw from the whole region. Overcoming the Texas 67/Salt Creek barrier is critical. Tunnels could be 
an option and have been successful in many cities. In some cases, the passages can be incorporated into 
the stormwater management system and serve a dual purpose. Much more could be done with Mad Creek 
as well. Landscaping and partial channelization would improve recreation and flood control. The Pioneer 
area is another good example of connectivity problems within an otherwise well-served district. There, 
six different organizations are involved with recreation. Many of these assets are open to the public, but 
no internal connections are available. The result is longer walks between facilities, often out to the street. 
Interconnectivity can significantly increase the value of existing recreational investments. 

NEEDS ASSESSMENT
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CONNECTIVITY CONTINUED

Linking these areas with trails or enhanced sidewalks would lead to a pronounced multiplier effect. A 
possible Creek trail should also be mentioned here. 

Many participants expressed a desire for an eastern trail running north/south along the creek. If such 
a system were established, any tie-ins with existing recreation would be beneficial for new facilities. 
In that case, internal connections between the school, church, cemetery, and retirement community 
could become even more important. Partnerships, Large vs. Small Parks Trails and sidewalks will help, 
but cannot fully overcome the psychological distance between parks and homes. Better coverage by 
neighborhood/pocket parks can provide even more service. As this inventory has illustrated, these need 
not be exclusively municipal efforts. Many churches and schools have outstanding facilities already spread 
out community-wide. The prevailing public sentiment strongly favors potential funding and management 
alliances to reduce the use of taxes (or tithes in the case of churches) for construction and maintenance..

New Services Walking, Biking, 
and Equestrian Trails

The top request was an interlinked trail system, which enjoyed nearly universal support. The existing trail 
was praised, but participants complained that it "doesn't go anywhere." To eliminate the issue of gaps 
found in existing subdivisions moving forward, trail elements in developing neighborhoods should be 
considered at the platting stage. The Dry Creek corridor is a regional possibility. Other greenways should 
also be considered if trails prove popular and worthy of additional funding. Equestrian trails were brought 
up more than once, but others were skeptical. Objections were not directed at the concept, but about 
whether or not the City should develop supporting facilities or leave them to the private sector. Equestrian 
trails fit well with community branding thanks to the region's strong ranching heritage. Possibilities might 
include stables near horse/bike/hiking trails.

NEEDS ASSESSMENT
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New Services Walking, Biking, and Equestrian Trails Continued

A network near Lake Graham or Salt Creek could be very popular with vacationers and local enthusiasts. 
The stockyards could even be a positive, with stable rentals or a trailhead operated by that organization. 
The possibility of coordinating with regional agencies and private organizations to establish an equestri-
an segment of the Texas Fort's Trail might be a tourism success. Wildcatter Ranch is already promoting 
long trail rides, and many other businesses would likely participate. A segment between Forts Griffin, 

Belknap, and Richardson would be around 70 miles following greenways. This is substantial enough to 
bring visitors into the community for the experience, but not overly daunting for hobbyists/families. 
This parkland inventory cannot consider the feasibility, ramifications, and public support for a large 

regional project. However, the Master Parks Plan would certainly have the capability. Bike lanes were 
occasionally mentioned by participants. 

New Parks 
Completely new park categories were mentioned during public involvement too. For example, the idea 
of a dog park was put forward receiving both positive and negative reactions, with few neutral opinions. 
The need for such a facility may not be instantly apparent. In practice though, a dog park is just as much 
for the owners as the pets and tends to attract extremely loyal usage compared to "standard" parks. 
Therefore, a dog park may establish strong niche adoption (even in a city with large private yards such 
as Graham). Better still, these facilities are relatively cheap to build and maintain. Stations for dog waste 
disposal in existing parks and public spaces (such as Downtown) could improve the on-leash experience 
as well. An amphitheater or concert area was commonly mentioned, and Plan participants considered 
Salt Creek an ideal location. Wolf Pen Creek (College Station), Cynthia Woods Pavilion (The Woodlands), 
and Trinity Pavilion (Fort Worth) were brought up as examples. While the scale of these does not match 
Graham, the idea was quite popular. Wolf Pen Creek is possibly the best example of compatible character; 
though not scale. The amphitheater there is integrated tightly with the creek and includes a side spur 
around the stage. The system makes heavy use of benches and picnic tables, especially near restaurants, 
with their seating incorporated onto the trail. Desired park character was also particularly unique to 
Graham. While certain aspects of good design are universal, stakeholders indicated an interest in designs 
that will reinforce the City's heritage. Western culture, energy production, and independence were often 
mentioned themes. Old Town in San Diego California has a similar concept. That park uses wooden and 
iron design elements to highlight frontier culture. Future exploration should consider how aesthetic 
decisions in future parks can impact the presentation of Graham's character. The new BRA land has the 
potential to be a different type of recreational concept. The area could offer more "urban" amenities 
that would reinforce Downtown redevelopment. Pocket parks and enhanced sidewalks could navigate 
visitors between the two. The creation of a cohesive district (which includes land between Downtown 
and Firemen's Park) will have mutually reinforcing economic benefits. 
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The City of Graham leaned heavily on both demand-based surveys for Graham’s Parks, Trails, and Green 
Space Master Plan 2018. The plan also accounts for general participation in community programs and 
events to assist in recognizing parks and recreation needs. Through the process of evaluating respondents 
in the Graham Parks and Recreation Survey, the City of Graham established a set of 5 standards and 
concepts which are listed earlier within this Master Plan. Those standards incorporate green space 
guidelines from the National Parks and Recreation Association, as well as financial sustainability, quality 
of life, and resource utilization input from the Convention and Visitors Bureau and Graham Economic 
Improvement Corporation.  

Currently, combined parks within the Graham city limits account for 89 acres with another 11.25 acres of 
city-owned acreage outside of the city, and 12.5 acres located at a historical fort park 15 minutes away. 

By examining the City of Graham Concepts & Standards, and the NRPA recommended standards, it was 
concluded that current parklands are not sufficient. The NRPA provides more than parkland size and 
feature recommendations but also standards for facility types per thousand visitors. These standards are 
older and do not provide recommendations for recently made popular facilities such as skateparks and 
dog parks, but it provides a starting point to compare current local demands.

The chart below indicates Graham’s performance with an estimated service population of 15,000 in 
2017 (Suburban Stats, 2017).  

ACTIVITY/FACILITY

NRPA  
RECOMMENDED 
FACILITIES PER 
POPULATION

EXISTING  
FACILITIES IN  

GRAHAM

RECOMMENDED 
FACILITIES FOR 

2017*

2017  
SURPLUS/ 

DEFICIT

Baseball Fields 1 per 7,000 9 3 6

Basketball Courts 1 per 4,000 6 4 2

Boat/Kayak Launch N/A 3 N/A N/A

Dog Park/Launch N/A 0 N/A N/A

Playgrounds (Tot)
(ADA Compliant)

1 area per 3,000 1 5 -4

Playgrounds (Child) 
(ADA Compliant) 1 area per 3,000 1 5 -4

Soccer Fields 1 per 7,500 7 2 5

Swimming pools 
(family aquatics) 1 per 50,000 1 1 0

Tennis Courts 1 per 2,000 6 8 -2

Trails 1 mile per 4,000 1 4 -3

Volleyball 1 per 7,000 1 3 -2
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REMEDY PARK VISITATION DETERRENTS GIVEN IN THE 2018 
 PARKS AND RECREATION SURVEY. 

Many of the current parks do not have adequate shade or lighting at night.  Providing additional covering and 
shaded areas increases the pleasure of current parks, and examining and implement Safety enhancements 
(surveillance, patrol, lighting) creates cooperative long-term use. This complies with standard #1 to include 
“physical accessibility...and providing a safe environment where anyone can congregate without anxiety”. 

RENOVATE RESTROOM FACILITIES AND EXAMINE OPTIONS FOR 
ADDITIONAL FACILITIES.

All but one park lack restroom facilities. The lack of restrooms discourages park visitation instead of 
encouraging outdoor recreation and inhibits the parkland’s complementary standard within the city. 
The absence of restrooms further discourages certain demographics from park visitation. As the leading 
deterrent to park visitation, and now inconsistent with park standards, importance should be given to the 
renovation and possibly addition of restroom facilities.

INCREASE PARKLAND ACCESSIBILITY FOR ALL AGES, ABILITIES, 
AND/OR SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS.

Due to the age of Graham’s parks system, the move to ADA compliance has been slow. Graham’s #1 
standard lists that the joy of the outdoors and recreational activities should be “equally accessible 
regardless of physical ability, economic status, age or strength.” The development of a strategic ADA 
compliance plan is essential to city growth and enrichment. A committee educated on the issue should 
be formed to guide the compliance process. Additionally, increased parking and connectivity throughout 
the parks system should be emphasized during this process to further enable accessibility and encourage 
outdoor recreation.

ADDRESS PARK ENHANCEMENT REQUESTS TO CREATE A DIVERSE 
TRAIL SYSTEM. 

A primary enhancement from the 2018 survey, creating a diverse trail system should be a priority for the 
City of Graham. Currently, the combined total of all trails in Graham equals only one mile. The survey 
revealed a need, as well as staff notation, that recreational opportunities for those who have outgrown 
playground equipment are few. These visitors desire trails as well as active green spaces. The current 
resource of 150 acres of floodplain land further enables the City of Graham to create an extensive trail 
system for walking, hiking, and biking along Salt Creek. The creek is virtually unutilized and a resource 
that will compel visitation and combat a lack of interest in outdoor recreation. Attention should be given 
to vibrance, eco-sustainability as well as the trails connectivity with other parks and commerce.
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CONCERT/FESTIVAL GREEN SPACE TO ENCOURAGE COMMUNITY  
BUILDING AND FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY VIA VISITOR  

AND COMMERCE PARTICIPATION. 
Additional playground equipment and an amphitheater for concerts and festivals nearly tied for third 
highest ranked enhancement. The desire for large events space is likely spurred on by the success of 
recent Convention and Visitor Bureau events like the Food Truck Championship of Texas which has drawn 
as many as 12,000 visitors to our downtown square and several thousand to the following concert that 
night. An amphitheater and as well as beach access with sand volleyball at Lake Graham would be new 
and compelling activities that do not exist currently.  Recreation at Lake Graham was the highest ranked 
sporting venue and received moderate scores for enhancements. Lake Graham is primarily utilized by lake 
residents and has no beach access for visitors. This resource is both underutilized and lacks accessibility. 
Both venues, an amphitheater composed of mostly green space and sand volleyball at Lake Graham, will 
provide compelling spaces as well as promote, eco-sustainability, tourism and financial sustainability. 

RENOVATE EXISTING PARKS TO CREATE A VARIETY OF 
COMPELLING SPACES.

A generalized combination of survey questions and open-ended comments, the renovation of existing 
parks to include a dog park, educational features, sporting venues and fitness equipment, and increasing 
vibrancy and aesthetics of our parks are a collaborative effort to be equally accessible and to create 
compelling spaces. Although a lack of interest ranked lower on the list of park visitation deterrents, citizen 
comments repeatedly requested new and interesting options. Adult obesity is at 30% in Graham, which is 
higher than the Texas rate at 28% (County Health Rankings, 2018). A variety of exercise opportunities will 
instigate, sustain and promote wellness for all visitors (including their pets). The desire to also have more 
programs and events within the parks system would be a secondary result of having compelling spaces 
and opportunities.

INCREASE AWARENESS AND ENCOURAGE OUTDOOR RECREATION
Visibility and vibrancy of parks promote usage among citizens and visitors, but currently, parks are going 
underutilized due to a lack of awareness and poor aesthetics. Numerous citizen comments stated they did 
not know certain parklands existed until the survey, even with a vast majority of respondents living within 
the area for 10 years or more. As park renovations and additions occur, vibrancy and signage should follow. 
Marketing available green space and activities should promote population growth and sustainability while 
encouraging outdoor recreation and exploration. Though some parks contain dedication monuments, 
there is a general absence of an aesthetic appeal, parking, or signage throughout the parks system. 

NEEDS ASSESSMENT
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ADDITION AND RENOVATION OF SPORTING VENUES
Graham parks are rich in soccer and baseball complex, but the 2018 Parks and Recreation Survey reveals 
that visitors want additional sporting venues. The topped ranked venue was recreation at Lake Graham 
and beach volleyball which corresponds with the first, but the third position went to basketball courts. 
Currently, Graham has no city park facility that offers basketball. All basketball facilities are housed in 
either churches or the school system. 

Some facilities are in need of renovation. Baseball and softball little leagues and youth leagues have great 
attendance however the field conditions have deteriorated due to runoff erosion toward Salt Creek and 
strong Texas wind erosion. These sporting venues were followed in importance by votes and comments for 
a skatepark. The demand for a skating structure was seen by a moderate ranking among sporting venues. 
The closest skating facility of any kind is 45 minutes away. This was followed by soccer fields which are 
owned by the Graham Soccer Association which has seen massive participation. Its rank is likely due to its 
successes rather than its lack of importance. All but Firemen’s Park lack sporting venues creating a void 
throughout city parks which limits their service areas by offering only playground equipment. This void 
results in an overabundance of pocket parks.

NEEDS ASSESSMENT
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INDOOR RECREATION OPPORTUNITIES
Staff and the Parks & Recreation board both advocated for the opportunity to expand tourism with parks 
benefitting citizens and visitors alike. The creation of indoor recreation opportunities is also heavily 
attributed to open-ended responses in the 2018 Parks and Recreation Survey. A new indoor facility would 
incorporate increased accessibility for all ages and abilities while also promoting the symbiotic relationship 
between commerce, tourism, and entertainment. The presence of an indoor facility would also address 
high ranking deterrents to recreation which are hot and cold temperatures and the lack of shade. The 
only indoor facilities within Graham are housed within the school system and churches which require 
reservations and often fees.  The pool is quite popular with participants. The most common suggestions 
address expanding its role. While most felt the pool caters to youth/family usage very well, a desire 
was expressed for more capable competition/practice facilities for high school ages. Some participants 
suggested the establishment of an indoor quasi Olympic pool as a joint venture between GISD and the City. 
A natatorium equipped for competition was viewed as a tool for attracting UIL/College tournaments. The 
project's viability would partly depend on forming a swim team at GHS/GJHS (swimming is not presently 
a UIL sport at either school), and public funding. Currently, there is a large portion of the community 
willing to participate in the creation of an indoor facility. Participants reasoned that the current pool could 
be expanded or left to be reconfigured to specialize in family enjoyment, with more slides and  
child-friendly amenities.  

INCREASE GREEN SPACE ACREAGE TO MEET MINIMUM FLOOR 
PER THOUSAND RESIDENTS.

Though Graham may be considered sufficient in regards to green space, the atmosphere and demand of 
Graham residents are for more green space. With the addition of the new 150 acres of floodplain land, 
Graham would double the NRPA’s recommendation of green space per resident. As a rural community, the 
outdoors are considered part of the local character and expected by tourists and visitors alike. With the 
extreme deficiency in trails, the survey’s second highest voted enhancement, the addition of this green 
space will increase our 1 combined mile of trails to upwards of 6 miles and eventually six million square 
feet of natural parkland.

NEEDS ASSESSMENT
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A key function of the Parks, Trails, and Open Space Master Plan 2018 is to establish 
priorities and potential methods to implement those priorities. The following identifies 
prioritization of park and recreation enhancements and/or additions and provides a 

tentative timeline for implementation. The timeline for implementation is broken into four 
categories: short-term, long-term, mid-term and ongoing. 

GOAL 1:
Renovate restroom facilities and examine options for additional facilities 

 ) Examine existing restroom structures for rehabilitation or removal 
 ) Create a focus group to determine feasibility for adding additional facilities throughout 

the parks system 
 ) Develop ordinances/policies for restroom use and safety 
 ) Seek public/private funding options 

GOAL 2:
 Address park enhancement requests to create a diverse trail system.  

 ) Examine available land for suitable trails with diverse features (walk/bike/hike) 
 ) Hire an architectural firm (or another specialty firm) to determine path layout and impact 

study on natural habitat 
 ) Plan a trail system with an emphasis on connectivity and nature preservation 
 ) Seek grant funding from Texas Parks and Wildlife Dept. 

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
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GOAL 3:
Remedy some park visitation deterrents given in the 2018 Parks and Recreation Survey.  

 ) Examine and implement Safety enhancements (surveillance, patrol, lighting) 
 ) Plan additional covering and shaded areas 
 ) Seek additional public/private funding

GOAL 4:
Increase parkland accessibility for all ages, abilities, and/or socio-economic status. 

 ) Develop a strategic plan for installing sidewalks to increase accessibility to  
park systems 

 ) Establish a committee to determine a strategy for achieving ADA compliance 
 ) Seek additional public/private funding
 ) Provide play equipment capable of hosting children of multiple age and ability groups 
 ) Increase parking availability at underserved parks 

GOAL 5: 
Renovate existing parks to create a variety of compelling spaces. 

 ) Plan a dog park/launch  
 ) Shop for educational features to existing parks  
 ) Plan family-oriented features and/or activities with the assistance and leaders of a 

possible Parks Director position
 ) Plan recreational options for older children  
 ) Shop equipment designed to encourage fitness  
 ) Plan vibrant, cohesive, and compelling aesthetics within the parks system 
 ) Seek additional public/private funding

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

GOAL 6:
Increase green space acreage to meet minimum floor per thousand residents.  

 ) Designate portions of acquired floodplain land as parkland  
 ) Examine possible green space opportunities within existing neighborhoods  
 ) Plan to preserve natural habitats and/or increase native species in green spaces 
 ) Seek additional public/private funding

GOAL 7:
 Renovate existing sporting venues and examine parkland for placement of additional venues.  

 ) Explore placement and feasibility for sand volleyball  
 ) Explore placement for adding basketball courts  
 ) Develop renovation plans for baseball/softball fields  
 ) Explore placement and feasibility for a skate park
 ) Seek additional public/private funding 

GOAL 8:
 Enhance the availability of concert/festival green space to encourage community building and 

financial sustainability via visitor and commerce participation.   

 ) Plan event green spaces to minimize environmental impact  
 ) Plan a community Pavilion for gatherings up to 100 people  
 ) Design a multi-use community amphitheater to host events for up to 4,000 attendees  
 ) Seek funding from Convention and Visitors Bureau and other public/private options  
 ) Create beach access and water recreation opportunities at Lake Graham and 

Lake Eddlemen  
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GOAL 9:
Market parks system to residents and visitors to increase awareness and encourage  

outdoor recreation.  

 ) Create a comprehensive plan with other city amenities to increase awareness of parkland  
 ) Implement a social media platform to promote and encourage outdoor recreation 

in Graham  
 ) Create a brochure for new residents detailing parks, trails, and open spaces.  
 ) Seek additional public/private funding
 ) Increase signage visibility and vibrancy  

GOAL 10: 
Provide indoor recreation opportunities to meet respondent requests in  

2018 Parks and Recreation Survey.   

 ) Create a committee to examine the placement, functionality, and feasibility of indoor 
recreation facilities  

 ) Attempt to recruit private investment  
 ) Explore possible sustainability through sports authority/ non-profit/memberships dues  
 ) Secure additional public/private funding to complete construction  

GOAL 11:
Implement bi-annual surveys to gauge public opinion and gain a better perspective of the 

2018 Parks and Recreation survey responses.   

 ) Form committee to create and administer future surveys  
 ) Establish future survey questions derived from 2018 Parks and Recreation 

survey responses  
 ) Evaluate needs and standards-based results for future application

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

Short-term Priorities
(COMPLETION IN 2019-2020): 

 ) Increase parkland accessibility for all ages, abilities, and/or socio-economic status 
 ) Remedy some park visitation deterrents given in the 2018 Parks and Recreation Survey 
 ) Renovate restroom facilities and examine options for adding additional facilities- 
 ) Address park enhancement requests to create a diverse trail system 
 ) Renovate existing parks to create a variety of compelling spaces 

Mid-term Priorities
(COMPLETION IN 2021-2023) 

 ) Enhance the availability of concert/festival green space to encourage community 
building and financial sustainability via visitor and commerce participation 

 ) Increase green space acreage to meet minimum floor per thousand residents 
 ) Renovate existing sporting venues and examine parkland for placement of 

additional venues. 

Long-term Priorities
(COMPLETION IN 2024-2028)

 ) Provide indoor recreation opportunities to meet respondent requests in 2018 Parks and 
Recreation Survey 

Ongoing Priorities 
 ) Implement bi-annual surveys to gauge public opinion and gain a better perspective of 

the 2018 Parks and Recreation survey responses 
 ) Market parks system to residents and visitors to increase awareness and encourage 

outdoor recreation. 
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

Goal Prioritization Chart 
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Renovate restroom facilities and examine options 
for additional facilities 10 20 10 10 10 60

Address park enhancement requests to create a 
diverse trail system 9 20 10 39

Remedy some park visitation deterrents 8 20 10 38
Increase parkland accessibility for all ages, 

abilities, and/or socio-economic status 6 20 10 36

Renovate existing parks to create a variety of 
compelling spaces 7 10 10 27

Increase green space acreage to meet minimum 
floor per thousand residents 2 10 10 22

Renovate existing sporting venues and examine 
parkland for placement of additional venues 3 10 5 18

Create concert/festival green space 
to encourage community building and 
financial sustainability via visitor and 

commerce participation
5 10 15

Market parks system to residents and visitors to 
increase awareness and encourage 

outdoor recreation
1 10 11

Provide indoor recreation opportunities to 
meet respondent requests in 2018 Parks 

 and Recreation Survey
4 9 4
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APPENDIX A

FIREMEN'S PARK

M.HUBBELL COMPLEX
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APPENDIX A

GRAHAM SOCCER ASSOCIATION

SHAWNEE PARK
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APPENDIX A

SHAWNEE SPRINGS PARK

STANDPIPE/VICTORY PARK
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APPENDIX A

FISHER STREET PARK

MELISSA PARK
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APPENDIX A

SWIMMING POOL

FOURTH STREET/POOL PARK
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APPENDIX A

CRESTVIEW ELEMENTARY

FUMC
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APPENDIX A

GHS TENNIS COURTS

GRAHAM BIBLE CHURCH BASKETBALL COURT
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APPENDIX A

HIGHRIDGE CHURCH VOLLEYBALL 

PIONEER ELEMENTARY HABITAT
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APPENDIX A

PIONEER ELEMENTARY

ROTARY TRACK
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APPENDIX A

WOODLAND ELEMENTARY

ZIP CODES
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